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Let G be a compact semi-simple Lie group and B(G) the loop group over G. On 
e(G) is defined a family (~t)~,,, of quasi-invariant Wiener measures. We construct 
on IL(G) a Laplace operator A, such that p: are the measures generated by the 
process associated to A, modified by a Feynman-Kac density. 0 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
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1. NOTATIONS AND SUMMARY 
Let G be a compact, connected, and simply connected Lie group and let 
9 be its Lie algebra. The exponential map defined in a neighborhood of 
zero in 9 maps the zero of Y into the unit e of G. Since we work 
infinitesimally, we can consider G as a group of matrices and leave to the 
reader the details of the computation involving the Maurer-Cartan dif- 
ferential form. Let P(G) be the space of continuous maps from [0, l] into 
G and let O_(G) be the space of elements y in p(G) such that y(O) = y( 1). 
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The spaces P(G) and [L(G) will be called respectively the space of free paths 
and the space of free loops over G. We denote by p,(G) the paths y such 
that y(O) = e and by k,(G), the space of loops in p,(G). 
On the Lie algebra 9, we choose a euclidean metric (X 1 Y), which is 
Adg invariant. This hypothesis is of importance (see [ 121). If Y is a semi- 
simple, compact Lie algebra, we take (X 1 Y), = - B(X, Y) where B is the 
Killing form of 9. For G = O(n), we just take (X 1 Y), = trace (X’Y) where 
‘Y is the matrix transposed of Y. Let p(g) be the space of continuous maps 
x from [0, 11 into $9 and let II(Y) be the space of elements x in p(9) such 
that x(0) =x(l). We put P,(9) for the space of elements in P(9) such that 
x(0)=0. 
On PO(%), we consider the Wiener measure and we denote by x(z) the 
Y-valued brownian motion. Using Ito’s map, we define as in [ 10, (2.1.2)], 
the Wiener measure ~7 on P,(G). In fact, let g,(z) be the solution of the 
Stratanovich system 
&x(~)=&(+w) (1.1) 
g,(O) = e. (1.2) 
The map I: x + g, is a one to one map from P,(9) to P,(G) and the 
Wiener measure p: on P(G) is the image of the Wiener measure on P,(9) 
through ItB’s map. It is possible to see [lo] that the map 1 transforms 
the Cameron-Martin space P’(9) of maps h: [0, l] + Y such that 
fk lh’(s)l$ ds < + co into the space P’(G) of paths of finite energy in P(G), 
i.e., paths such that 
5 
I 
Is-‘(t) g(t)l;dt< +a, (1.3) 
0 
where g(t) = dg/dt. 
We have the fundamental result [ 10, (2.4.5)] 
(1.4) 
This convolution equation is a non-commutative analogue of the 
bistochasticity equation of the Brownian sheet in R”. 
The measure py on P(G) is defined by choosing the initial value g,(O) 
in (1.1) randomly distributed according to the Haar measure dg on the 
group G; we put 
(1.5) 
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On P(G), we define an elliptic operator A, acting on smooth cylindrical 
functions by 
(A,f)hJ =!y i [j f(w) cl%&9 -f(ra)]. 
THEOREM. 
; j f(y) P%+) = j (A,f)(y) P!VY). (1.7) 
This theorem is a direct consequence of (1.4) and (1.5). We define 8 
from P,(G) to G by 8(y) = y(1). The conditional law of p: under the 
conditioning 8(y) = 5 defines the measure -pT; on &- ‘(5); in fact, let 
f: P,(G) + R and consider its restriction to C’(t), then we have [2] 
(1.8) 
where &*,u is the image of the measure p through the map @. We put p: 
for CL::. The space L,(G) of loops starting at e is just the finite codimen- 
sional submanifold &i(e). On [L(G), the group of free loops, we define the 
measure p: by 
jLCG,f(Y) P:(4) = jG d&J jf(n) PWY). (1.9) 
Our purpose is to construct on lL( G) an appropriate elliptic operator A 1, L 
such that the analogue of (1.7) holds for ,u: and A,,. 
The strategy to construct the operator A,,, will be to work in a tubular 
chart of P(G) along [L(G). This tubular chart will be defined and studied in 
Section 2. It gives a natural way to extend functions on [I(G) to functions 
on P(G) as well as to extend functions on [L,(G) to functions on P,(G). 
Therefore, we apply (1.7). We get an operator A,,L as a limit. 
Let E, (a = 1, . . . . d) be an orthonormal basis of 3 and let fcr,k be the 
orthonormal basis in [I(G), defined by 
I?,& l(T) = &Cl - cos( 2k7cz) 
nk$ 
1?,,2k(~) = --%-- 
nk,,h 
sin(2knnz) 
(1.10) 
for k>O, and 
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For a finite energy path n E P’(G), and ~0: II(G) -+ R, we put 
(a,o,)(l)=~yl(lexp(crl)) 
!. = 0 
and 
A~=: c azz,,. 
k>O 
OL = I, . ..~ d 
Let A be the operator given in [L(G) by 
&IY’=~+;;~ Cfk-f(y)1 pt(g)& 
where pt( g) is the heat density on G. We have 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
A+a: ,,l. 
a 
The analogue of Eq. (1.7) for pf is given by the following main theorem: 
MAIN THEOREM. 
c,= -Z$logp,(e)--dim9 (1.14) 
and’ 
(1.15) 
This work has two aspects, one is the development of a homotopy 
operator given by the heat diffusion on loop groups in view of their 
harmonic analysis, see [lo, 111; the other is relative to gaussian geometry 
in infinite dimension in the spirit of [ 1, 2, 5-8, lo]. 
1 The notation jh d(s) I(s)-’ means that we integrate only the martingale part of 
d(s) l(s) - ‘. 
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2. THE TUBULAR CHART 
In this section we study the tubular chart in its generality. However, for 
CL? and Ape, only the restriction to P,(G) of the tubular map will be 
involved. 
Let Q, : p(G) + G be defined by 
mJ)=Y(l)Y(o)r’. 
We have 
(2.1) 
and 
L(G) = W’(e). 
Let 8, be an open convex set of 9 containing the origin zero and sym- 
metric with respect to zero. We assume that the exponential map from B 
to G, restricted to 0, is one to one. Put 8 = exp 8,. On 8, the logarithm is 
well defined. For 5 E 8, and y E p(G), we define S,(y) = 7 by putting 
P(t)=exp[--tlog<].y(t). (2.3) 
LEMMA 1. Zf ye@-‘, then y”=Ss(y)~@-‘(~-‘~,). In particular 
W@-‘(t)) = ‘L(G). 
Proof: Assume that y(l)y(O))‘=5,, then y”(l)=l-‘y(l), y(O)=y(O), 
and ~(l)~(0)~l=~~ly(l)y(O)-l=~~l~,. If ti=r, we get y(l)y”(O))‘=e. 
LEMMA 2. The map S: W’(e)c P(G) + G x L(G) defined by 
S(g)= (@(gL S,,,,(g)) 
is a measurable diffeomorphism onto I3 x IL(G). The inverse map 
T: 8 X L(G) + Q-‘(e) 
is defined by 
T(g, O=Y, 
where 
(2.4) 
y(t)=exp[tlog g].Z(t). (2.5) 
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Proof: We check that T~S=I~I.-I~,,. Let gE@-~‘(e) and let y(t)= 
exp[-tlog(g(l)g(O))‘)]g(t). We put <=g(l)g(O) ~I, then 
Y(t)-’ dy(t)= -g(t)r’(log 5)‘dt) d+ s(t)-’ 4?(f). (2.6) 
Let y,(t) =exp[t log 51 .y(t) be defined by (2.5), then 
YI(~)-’ dy,(t) =Y(t)-‘(log 5) y(t) dt + Y.- l(t) dy(t) (2.7) 
thus replacing (2.6) into (2.7), we get 
y,(t)-’ 4,(t) =r(t) ‘Clog 51 r(t) dt 
- g(t)-‘Clog 51 s(t) dt+ s(t)-’ &(t). (2.8) 
We have 
thus y(t) g(t)-’ commutes with log r and we deduce that 
gWyW’Clog 51 y(t)dt)---l = Clog41 4. 
Using (2.9), we get for (2.8) 
(2.9) 
I,-’ h,(t)= g(t)-’ 4(t) (2.10) 
and since y,(O) = g(0) = y(O), by unicity of the solution of (2.10) with initial 
data, we conclude that y,(t) = g(t). 
We check that SoT=ZdI,,,,,,. Let (g,I)EoxtL(G) and y(t)= 
exp[tlogg] I(t); we put yI(t)=exp[-tlog[y(l)y(O)-‘]]y(t). We have 
y,(t)-‘h,(t)= -Y(t)~‘Clogy(l)y(O)-‘l Y(t)dt+y(t)-‘dy(t) 
= C-Y(t)-‘ClogY(l)Y(O)~‘l Y(t) 
+Z(t))‘[log g] f(t)] dt+l(t)-‘dZ(t) (2.11) 
also y(l)= g!(l) and y(O) =1(O); thus y(l) y(O))‘= gl(1) 1(O)-‘=g. Since 
~~(0) = y(O) = I(O), and after simplification of (2.11), we obtain y1 = 1. 
Extension of Functions Defined on IL(G) to Functions on P(G) 
Let II/ be a smooth real valued function defined on Q and with support 
in 19~. We assume that t+Q equals one in a neighborhood of zero in $3. We 
define $, on G by 
$Ag)=$ F . ( > (2.12) 
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Let cp be a smooth function defined on [I(G); we define (Pi from p(G) to 
R by 
cp,(g) = II/A@(g)) Ww,,(d). (2.13) 
LEMMA 3. qE is an extension of cp. 
ProojI Assume that y E L(G), then Q(y) =y(l) y(O))‘= e and q,(y) = 
tie(e) cp(y) = q(y) by (2.12). This proves Lemma 3. 
By the same method, we can extend to P(G), functions defined on 
C’(4). Let cp be defined on C’(t). Put 
then it is easy to verify that (Pi is an extension of cp to P(G). 
Remark. The method of the tubular chart has also been employed by 
L. Gross to deduce logarithmic inequalities on the loop space from 
inequalities on the path space. His definition of the tubular neighborhood 
(see [8, (4.12) and Lemma (4.3)]) is similar to ours. His work and ours 
were in progress independently. We are grateful to Leonard Gross for a 
kind communication of his paper [S] at Kyoto in August 1990. 
3. THE MEASURE pr ON P(G) AND 
ITS EXPRESSION IN THE TUBULAR CHART 
Notations 
Let g, E G, the measure p? is defined on P’(G) by 
s BY z, 3 ***> Y,)~~ppo(g)=sf(gl,..., g,)Pl~,(g,'g,)P,(,,-,,,(g;'g*) 
-~Pt(r.-r,-l)(g;~l g,)&, ..-&,. (3.1) 
We have 
The mesure pr on P(G) is given by 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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In the following m,(dg) will be indifferently the Haar measure dg on the 
group G, or the Dirac measure at e E G, or the measure p,(g) dg. Since G 
is compact, the Haar measure on G is right and left invariant. 
We define the measure pFt on P(G) as (see [2]) 
(3.4) 
where @ is given by (2.1) and @*p is the image of the measure /J through 
the map @. 
The measure pyc has its support in P ‘(5) n (support pr). 
THEOREM 1. Let S: F’(fl)c P(G) + G x [I(G) defined (see (2.4)) by 
S( 8) = (Q( 81, &+,( g)) 
then, the image measure 
s*py=v; 
has for expression 
v:(&, 4 = p,(5) k,(t, 4 &(dU 45 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where 
k,(t> I)= I (&I [ m, 
xeip[-f(log5~~~di(s)l-‘(v))~]. (3.7) 
The proof of Theorem 1 will result from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2 (Cameron-Martin Formula on P’(G)). Let y E P’(G), then 
where 
K,(g)=exp fl‘: (~(s)~‘P(s) I dg(s)gm~l(s))~--$~~ llds)P1~ts)ll$ds]. 
(3.9) 
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Prooj’I See [lo, Theorem (2.3.2) and Lemma (2.3.5)]. We give here a 
slightly different proof. First we prove the formula for the measure p,$e. 
Let d/z(s) = y(s)-’ dy(s) and fi dx(s) = g(s))’ dg(s). For g(s) = 
Y(S) g(s), we have 
Let 
43s) = mcJ; W) + g(s)-’ MS) &)I. 
w(u) = j; g(s)-’ as) g(s) 
then 
g(s)-’ &(s) = dw(s) + J; dx(s) 
thus 
where I is the Wiener measure on P(S) associated to the brownian 
motion starting at zero, and where Z is Ito’s map defined by (1.1). 
We apply the Cameron-Martin formula [4] on P(g) and we obtain 
since 
(w I x) = j; (A&(s)-’ .h’(s) I Ws)), = 1; (h’(s) I &Y(s) dx(s)), 
and 
llwll;1(s) = J’ (Adg(s)-’ ./z’(s) 1 Adg(s)-‘h’(s)), ds= J; Ilh’(s)ll; ds. 
0 
We obtain (3.8)-(3.9) with the measure p?. From (3.2), we obtain 
p(Yd Pywd = ~f(go(g,Lygo) g) dwd 
= I f( go g) ~g&go( g) cL3&). (3.10) 
580/104/1-6 
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Since the metric on 3 is Ad, invariant, we have 
fQygo( 8) = K,( go g). 
After replacing in (3.10) and using (3.2) we get (3.8). 
LEMMA 3 [lo, Sect. 1; 8, (4.16)]. Let 4 E 0 and S,: P(G) -+ p(G) 
defined by (2.3). Then, the image measure SFpT, is absolutely continuous 
with respect to pr. We have 
S,*&(dO =hK 4 .&W), (3.11) 
where 
E,((, Z)=zexp 
f 
[-“lo~~‘i:]exp[-f(log<~~~dZ(s)ZP1(s)),]. 
(3.12) 
ProoJ For go fixed in 8 c G and g E G, we have 
From (3.4), we get 
= s f(exp( -T 1% go) 4~)) &@O (3.13) 
= i WW f(ev( -z 1% goI . W .d%W 
= N41) W-‘)f(exp(-r log go) 47)) p?(dU m,(k), I (3.14) 
where we have used (3.13), (3.2), and (3.3). 
We put H(u) = --u log go for 0 < u < 1. The Cameron-Martin formula 
(3.8)-j 3.9) where y = exp H yields. 
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thus by (3.3) 
‘4 = s $(&J(l) 40)-‘)f(w) ~~mwg). 
By (2.1) and (3.4), 
We compare (3.14) and (3.15); since the equality holds for any function $, 
p,(e) d(@dy,P) (e)/d’@dy,‘, (t) cplo 
and (3.11)-(3.12) is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
B=[f(.d WT)) v,$(& W= jf(@(dl h(&q,,(g)(T)) cLl$Vd 
= I f(g) @.qc [h&q,,(g)(T)) &&)I. 
From (3.4) and (3.11), we obtain 
B= f(g) s h@,(l)(T)) (g(4 & 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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thus 
(3.19) 
Replacing /?,(g, I) by its value (3.12) and using (3.17), we get (3.7). We 
relate the measure pt defined by (1.9) to the measure py, given by (3.4). 
LEMMA. Let p: be defined by (1.5), then we have 
(3.20) 
Proof We shall consider py given by (3.3) and prove that 
jm,(dg)lf(g~)iiY.(d~)=[~~nl,(dg)]x~(~~~~(e). (3.21) 
I 
Let 7: P(G) + [w be given by y + f(y(z), y( 1) y(0))‘). 
For g E G, we denote by d& (resp. d$,,) the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of the image measures @*[y( gy) pF(dy)] (resp. @*(y(y) pp(dy))) with 
respect to the Haar measure on G. If f = 1, we put d, for d{,, (resp. d,, 
for d{,,). We verify that 
d:,,(5)=d’,,Mg-‘) (3.22) 
thus d{, ,(e) = d{,,(e). Since 
s f(gy)~~(dy)=d~,,(e)ld,(e) 
we get (3.21). 
4. THE LAPLACIAN dp,I~s DECOMPOSITION RELATIVE TO [L,(G) 
DEFINITION 1. On P(G), we define the elliptic operator A,< acting on 
smooth functions by 
f(w)/P(dd-f(yo) . 1 (4.1) 
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LEMMA 1. We have 
Proof: We can use (1.4) and (4.1). Remark that for a function f of the 
form f(y) = cp(y(r)), we have 
cp(5g,)P,,(g,)~g,-cp(~) =e,cp)(r), (4.3) 1 
where we have put { = yO(r). Thus 
~j‘f.(Y)~~(dY)=~j~(g)p,,(g)dg=z~(~o~)(g)p,,(g)dg 
where we use (4.3) for the last equality. 
Next we shall consider the decomposition of A, , using an orthonormal 
basis of the Cameron-Martin space EJ’(%). On P’(9), the space of paths 
of finite energy (see (1.2)), consider the Hilbertian structure 
Ml&,= Ib(o)ll:+j~ b’Wll;d~. (4.4) 
Let E, (aE [I, . . . . d]) be an orthonormal basis of 9. We shall use P. Levy’s 
representation 
p(u) = p(O) + 5’ JG4 + 7 t [~,(cos(2nnu) - 1) + 5; sin(2irnu)], 
where t’, l,, 5; are gaussian variables. Then 
(4.5) 
qa,Zk- ltz) =- Eu [cos(2?Ikz)- l] 
nkfi 
(k>O) (4.6.1) 
b,Zkb)=- 
nk,,b 
sin(2rrkr) (k>O) (4.6.2) 
%,0(T) = &XT (k=O) (4.6.3) 
?a, -1(t) = % (k= -1) (4.6.4) 
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is an orthonormal basis of $ ‘(9) and 
c Ig,,(r)l’=,F,,~(2-2coi2nni)=T-r’. 
k>O 
(4.7) 
LEMMA 2. For v E P’(G), let d, be defined hy (1.11); then for 
f: P(G) + R such that f(y) = cp(y(z)), we have 
(4.8.1) 
;; @~J)(r) = T2(AGcp)(Y(T)) (4.8.2) 
;; ,Ix, (a;J)(Y) = T(l - T)(A,cp)(Y(T)). (4.8.3) 
ProojI Put (Vf(y) 1 q) = lim, _ o WY + w) -~(Y))/E. For f(y) = CP(Y(T)), 
we get 
(Vf(y) 1 q) = cp’(y(z)) lim Cy(t)+EYI(T)-y(Z)l = p’(y(z)) q(2) 
t-0 E 
and 
(a:f)(Y) = m!,f(Y) I rl) I VI = cp”bJ(~)mw12. (4.9) 
From (4.9), (4.6.4), and (4.6.3), we get (4.8.1) and (4.8.2). We use (4.7) to 
find (4.8.3). 
PROPOSITION. 
where A p, is gioen by (4.1). 
ProojI From (4.3), we get for f(y) = cp(y(z)), 
&I-)(Y) = T(AGcPNY(T)). 
On the other hand, we have from (4.8.2) and (4.8.3), 
; ,F, @;,,f)(r) = W,cp)(y(t)). 
a 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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Identifying (4.11) and (4.12), we obtain (4.10) for f(y) = q(y(r)). We check 
in a similar way the identity (4.10) when the operators Ape and a& are 
applied to functions of the form f(y) = cp(y(r,), . . . . y(r,)). In that case, 
(q-)(Y) = 1 a2’p - rlCzi) Vbji) 
i,, Xi Xj 
(4.13) 
and we compute that 
,F, Vktzi) VktTj) = zi(1 - zj) (4.14) 
if zi < rj. 
DEFINITION. Since all v,,~ defined by (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) are loops in 
P,(G), we put 
(4.15) 
then, we have 
(4.16) 
Remark 1. The operator ALc is acting on functions defined on P(G), 
but also on functions defined on L,(G). We shall call it also A,< when it is 
an operator on [L,(G). 
Remark 2. We have proved (4.10) that C or,k,k>0 a;m,, is independent of 
the choice of the basis ylol,k. We shall prove that C, a;,,, and C, aGa,-, are 
also independent of the choice of the Q+~,~. See (5.6) and (8.2). 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF THE LAPLACIAN d pe 
IN THE TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOOD 
Let S be the tubular map: 19 c P(G) + G x L(G) defined by (2.4). 
DEFINITION 1. For f: G x [L(G) -+ If& we put 
A P,f( [, I) = lim - ,-O t 
[i 
f(5tL h) S*P3& 4J)-f(L 41 
the measure VP, = S,,U~ has been computed in (3.5) and (3.6). 
(5.1) 
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We have 
where k,(t, I) is given by (3.7) [with j m,(dg) = 11. 
THEOREM 1. 
COROLLARY (the Heat Equation for v:~ = S*pF). 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
The proof of (5.3) and (5.4) will result from the lemmas below. 
Notation (5.5). Let f: G x IL(G) + R and let A, be a differential 
operator on G, w  define d”, by (d,f)(& 1) = (A,h,)(t) where h,(l) =f([, 1). 
The operator d”, is an operator on G x [I(G). We remark that the operator 
d”, coming from A, in this way is different from the operator defined in 
(8.3) below. For a differential operator A, on [I(G), we define (4”*f)(& I) = 
(A&)(Z) where k,(Z) =f(5, 0. J2 is an operator on G x IL(G). Thus, from 
the operator A,< defined on IL(G) by (4.15) we obtain an operator dke on 
G x L(G). 
LEMMA 1. Let qm.O be defined by (4.6.3), we have 
where d, and JIL, are defined through the notation (5.5). 
Proof Assume that f(t, I) =f(& Z(z,), Z(z2), . . . . Z(z,)), then 
f4d=.mlkw'~ exp(-zl ~ogCgWgW’1) &J, 
. . . . exp(-~,logCg(l)g(O)-‘l)g(~,)). 
We write f 0 S(g) in the exponential chart, with y = log g. We get 
foS(g)=h(y(l)-y(O), ~(z,)--t,(y(l)-~(O)), 
..., Y(T,) - T,(Y(l) - Y(O))). 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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Let (VCP(Y) I u)=lh40 M~+wkd~Nl~~ then 
Fh I fi)=$ Crl(l)-rl(o)l + C ah Crl(zi)-zi(?(l)-~(o))l 
i= I, _.., y a1i 
+-$ Crl(~)-~(rl(l)--r1(0))12. 
For v,,~, we have 
thus, since v~,~( 1) = E, we deduce (5.6). 
For qcr,k (k > 0) we get 
(Wh I vl) I v)=2 1 a2h rlCzi) ?(zj) + 7 2 CV(zi)12 i<jaliai, I 
then, from (4.14) 
and from (4.15) 
c a;,,(fo m 8) = W,fw( d). 
k>O 
a,k 
This yields (5.7). 
LEMMA 2. Let lPp be given by (5.1), and let JG, Jo_, come respectively 
from A, and Akc [see Notation (5.5)]. We have 
d”$, = & + 2,. (5.8) 
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Remark. Since d” p, and d, are defined independently of the basis v~,~, 
the equality (5.8) with (5.7) proves that A,<, given by (4.15) is also 
independent of the basis v%,~. 
Proof of (5.8). Let y(<, I) = f(l, I(T)). We have 
= f(todl)g(O)-‘3 ioexP(-Tlog(g(l)g(O)~‘))g(T))~?(&). s 
Put 
~;,=J-f(5os2&2 ~0exP(-Tlog(g,&?))g,) 
xPIE(g0’gl)PE(I--T)(g;‘g2) &, dg,. 
We put z1 = g;‘g, and z2= g,‘g,, and we get 
(5.9) 
Af,= f(tow,z2g, 
s 
-l, ~,exP(-Tlog(g,z,z,g,‘))g,z,) 
x Craig -r+2) dz, dz2. 
In the exponential chart, with CQ, = log to and go = log g,, y = log z, and 
y. = log I,, we have 
--z ,/&(I -Tb,+ &?c,)~I(X~)~I(X~)~X~ dx,. 
Let~(~)=h(cc,+~X,+~~X2,7,+(l-T)~X,-T~~x2 
+ go), then 
AU(O)= $ (&x1 +.\/l--zx2)2 ( > 
+2 $/ (&XI+J1-rx2)((1-T)&X,-T-X,) 
( > 
+ 2 ((~-T)&x,-T~~x~)~. 
( > 
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x((1-~)~X,-T~X?)B,(X,)al(~2,dxldx*=0 (510.1) 
I$ (&xl+ ,,‘35~2)~p&q)p1(~2) dx, dx2 =$ (510.2) 
5 $((I-z)&x,-r.&xJ2p,(xI)p,(x2)dx,dx2=r(l-r)$. 
(510.3) 
From (5.10), we deduce that 
(5.11) 
Identifying the second term in (5.11) with (4.8.3) and (4.15) we get (5.8). 
Proof of (5.3) and (5.4). We deduce (5.3) from (5.6) (5.7) (5.8), and 
(4.16). For (5.4), we have 
on the other hand, 
where we use (5.3) in the last equality. Then (5.4) follows from (4.2). 
6. THE HEAT EQUATION FOR p: 
This section deals with p:, pp, vre, Ape, ap,, AL,, JIL,, and [I,(G). We 
shall omit the e in the notations and we shall write pt for p>, etc., since 
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the results are still valid if we take IL(G), ,u,” = Splay. p,(g) dg (see (3.3)), 
A $, etc., as in (8.6). 
In the tubular chart the isomorphism P(G) rr G x IL(G) holds, and we 
have (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) 
PY - s*Pr = v,” = P,(5) kt(5,O PE (4 &. 
The operator A, on G x II(G) is such that (5.4) 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
and (5.8) 
&=a,+&, (6.3) 
where ac and alL are the operators on [L(G) which come respectively via 
(5.5) from the Laplace-Beltrami operator A, on G and from A, on [L(G). 
(See (5.8) and (5.5).) 
THEOREM. 
a 
at s f(r) Pm4 UC) 
Proof: Let 8, be a function on G such that, when q goes to zero 
O,(g) dg tends to the Dirac mass of G at e. Then 
s Gx IL(G) f r) e,(g) WY~ &) 
= s GxL(G)f(Y) fqdPt(dk(g, Y) PM9 & (6.5) 
has for limit, 
s f(y) ~34~ 1 . p,(e) (6.6) a(G) 
when q goes to zero. From (3.7), we see that 
Me, Y) = 1. (6.7) 
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We take the derivative of (6.5) with respect to t. By (6.2) and (6.3), we get 
IZZ = jL,,)f(l.) d(4) JG (4AJg) p,(g) k,(g, Y) & 
= ~~lclf(y)~~(d~)IGen(~)Ar;lPI.k,(.,~)I(~)dg. 
When q goes to zero, III tends to 
s a(G,/(~)~:(d~)A,Cp,.k,(.,y)l(e) 
we have 
A, [p,k,(.T Y)](e) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
= CA&(., r)l(e)p~(e)+2(V,p,)(e).V,k,+ (AGp,)(eh (6.13) 
where we have used (6.7). 
It is easy to see that 
0% p,)(e) = 0. (6.14) 
In fact in the exponential chart, V,pt( g) is expressed in terms of 
(a/ag)(P-5’J2’/fi) which cancels if 5 = 0. 
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From (6.14) and (6.13), and since 
we obtain 
dG CP, .k,(., y)](e) = p,(e)C~&,( .2 Y)l(e) + (4 
when q goes to zero, II tends to 
s (A J)(Y) PB&) . p,(e), UG) 
where we have used (6.7). 
On the other hand 
z=j GxL(G)f(Y)~&T) ~(P:(d.i)P,(g)k,(g,Y))] 
[ 
and when q goes to zero, (6.18) tends to 
J [ fb9 a(G) 
By (6.7), we have 
$,(g, Y) =zk,(e, y)=O 
g=e at 
and (6.19) is equal to 
a 
-D at 
f(r) 4th) 
UG) 1 p,(e) + jb(G,f(r) pf(4) .i p,(e). 
From (6.8), (6.12)-(6.16), and (6.21), we get 
f(r)~f(&) 1 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
this gives (6.4) after simplification by p,(e). 
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LEMMA. 
ProoJ: k, is given by (3.7). Since V, p,(t)1 5 =e = 0, we obtain 
A&,(.> Y)L=Ao p,(e) - 
P,(5) 
exp- IIlog rll; 
2t 1 (e) + Aod5)lc=,, (6.24) 
where 
(6.25) 
we have 
(6.26) 
and 
exp _ lllog tll; 
2t 1 (e) = - f (log p,)(e) - y. (6.27) 
COROLLARY 1. 
I: Af3U.r Y)leP~(~Y)=o (6.28) IL 
thus, 
i (log p,)(e) + k dim Y - f dZ(s) Z(s)-’ ’ pf(dZ) = 0. 
II 
(6.29) 
9 
ProojI Take f = 1 in (6.4). 
COROLLARY 2. ,uf is the measure generated by the process associated to 
A,, modjTed by a Feynman-Kac density, 
$~(d~:(dg)=j CA,+q,(l)+c,l(P(g)cL:(dg), (6.30) 
wherec,= -2(a/at)(logp,)(e)-dimY/tandq,(l)=(l/t*) Ilj~dl(s)I(s)~‘II$. 
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7. THE HEAT EQUATION FOR PL: 
We define I*: by 
We have proved in Section 6 that 
(7.1) 
a at V(Y) P%w 1 = j&.cp + 4r(P + CtcpNY) PWY) (7.2) 
with qt(Y) = (l/t’) 1I.k 44s) r(s)-‘II; and c, = - 2(8/&)(log p,)(e) - dim S/t. 
The operator ALe is left invariant. Furthermore, we have 
LEMMA. The function ql(l) = (l/t’) 11s; dl(s) I(s) PI II $ satisfies 
ql(gl)=q,(l) for gEGandlE[L,(G). (7.3) 
Proof. Let T= gl, then d7= g dl and TP ’ = I- ‘g ‘, thus 
~?-‘=gdll~lg~l=Adg(dll~‘) 
and 
As Ad(g) preserves the norm on 3, we get (7.3). 
PROPOSITION. 
; jfb) i&44= j (A,f+ qrf+ CA(y) d(4). (7.4) 
Proof Let f, be defined by f,(y) =f( gr). Then by the left invariance of 
ALe, we have 
A,<fg(~) = A iL,f(g~h 
From (7.1), (7.2), (7.3), we get (7.4). 
Equation (7.4) is a heat equation for p:. However, we want to replace 
the operator A,? by an operator having more symmetry. In fact in the 
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definition of ALc the origin plays a funcamental role. To thwart this 
anomaly, we introduce the action of the rotation group RO on IICcj. We put 
(7.5) 
where y is a periodic function of period 1; we have y(O) = y( 1). Let 
(Re*f)b) =f(&~). (7.6) 
LEMMA (See [lo, (5.1)]). 
Proqf In fact, we have 
(7.7) 
and we develop the proof as in [lo]. 
DEFINITION. If S is a differential operator on II(G), we define 
S0 = RtBSR$. (7.8) 
PROPOSITION. 
where qf) = Rteqr 
ProojY 
(7.9) 
where the first equality holds by (7.7), the second by (7.4), and the third 
by (7.7). 
LEMMA. 
RBqt = qr. (7.10) 
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Proqf: Let I, = R,f, I being a periodic function of period 1, then 
c 
’ dl I-’ = j’ d,“($) - ‘. 
0 0 
(7.11) 
LEMMA. Let ‘1 E P(G), we have 
(a’)” = a:R”q,. 
In particular 
4!,= c a::,,> 
k>O 
where 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
Proof. For a function f: y -, CP(Y(T,), ~(7~)~ .. . . Y(T,)), we have 
a;fw=C 
8% 
- Vtzi) rlbj). 
i, j ati Xj 
Thus 
and 
(Y(7,h ...? Y(7,)) rl (7i+&)? (ri+k) 
This yields (7.12). Then (7.13) is an immediate consequence. 
hOPOSITION. Let 
(7.14) 
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We have 
Proof. Equation (7.15) comes from the identity (7.9). We average on 19 
and we use (7.10) and (7.13). 
PROPOSITION. Let 
qb1,2k(T) = E, sm(2knr) 
xkfi 
fa,2k- ltz) = &a 
cos( 2kxz) 
nk& 
and denote 
A,= 1 +i.,k 
k>O 
a = I, ._.. d 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
A,# =iA+A,, (7.18) 
where A is given later in (8.1). 
Proof: We check (7.18) when the operators are applied to the function 
f: Y -+ CP(YW~ 147~)) with r1 <z2. 
We have 
(7.19) 
Let qor,k (k>O) be defined by (4.6.1)-(4.6.2). 
The functions sin(2krcr) and [cos(2km) - l] are periodic of period 1. 
This fact is specific to Levy’s basis of the brownian motion. It is not true 
for the Wiener basis &sin knz)/kx (k > 0), this periodicity implies that 
= 1 + cos 2kz(z2 - 7,). (7.20) 
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Thus, it is easy to see that 
(7.21 ) 
and applying (7.19), we find that 
c j’” 
k>O o 
alq a2’p 
+2C~Sw2-~~)a~l a52+ag: 1 . (7.22) 
Now, we compute A&y). We have 
~2k(Zl)~2k(~2)+~2k~,(Z,)?2k~1(~2) 
=& [sin(2kxz,) sin(2kxz2) + cos(2km,) cos(2km,)] 
1 
=2x2kZ~~~2kx(r2-r,). 
Thus from (7.19) 
A,f(y)= 1 L 
[ 
2 
k>O 2n2k2 
d+2cos2krc(r2-r,)-- 3240 at; at, at2 
+!?! 1 a<; . (7.23) 
From (7.21), (7.22), (7.23), we deduce (7.18). 
THEOREM. 
Proof: Since we have (7.15) and (7.18), it is enough to prove that 
I Af d&=0. (7.25) 
This follows from 
jAfd~P=j~dgjAf(~~)d~~(y). 
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8. THE OPERATOR d ON IL(G)-THE OPERATORS dpg AND 
d, AND THEIR DECOMPOSITION IN THE TUBULAR CHART 
In this section, we put m,(dg) =p,(g) dg. (See (3.3).) Let A, be the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator on G. 
DEFINITION 1. The operator A, induces an operator A acting on 
functions on P(G): for y E P(G) and f: P(G) + R, we put 
(N-NY) = F& j [f(w) -f(r)1 PI(g) & (8.1) 
where (Y . g)(t) = r(t) g (g E (3. 
LEMMA 1. We have 
In particular A is an operator on L(G). 
ProoJ We apply both operators to functions y -+ cp(y(r,), y(tz), . . . . y(t,)). 
From (4.13) and (8.1), we get (8.2). 
Since the qa,-i are loops, the operator (8.1) is an operator on [L(G). 
Remark. We extend (8.1) as an operator on G x k(G) by the procedure 
(5.5). In this way, we obtain the operator d” on G x [L(G) defined by 
(8.3) 
LEMMA 2. Let A be defined by (8.1), we have 
A(fo S) = (Jf) 0 S. (8.4) 
Proof. If gE G, then S(yg)= (G(y), S,,,,(y)g), and (8.4) comes from 
the definitions (8.1) and (8.3). 
We put (3.3) 
cl%N = dYdy) PA g) & (8.5) 
DEFINITION 2. On P(G), we define the elliptic operator A, acting on 
smooth functions by 
(8.6) 
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and the operators (g E G) 
(A PJXY”) = ,‘1_“, f 
D 
f(~o’r’) dY4) -f(yog) . 1 (8.7) 
THEOREM 1. For g E G 
(A a,f)(Y) = (A .J”N%) (8.8) 
and we have 
A,=A.<++d, (8.9) 
where A is given by (8.1). 
Proof Equation (8.8) is immediate from (3.2) and (4.1). To prove (8.9), 
we have 
(n,f)(ro)=~+y; jf(sor)~~,(dy)--f(7og) 
[ 1 p,(g)& 
= pi0 f j- [If(m) -f(dl PA 8) & 
= ,I’fno 1 (A ~,fMYo) PA g) 4 + (AfhJ 
Then we use (8.8) and 
;io j d5g) p,(g) ds = v(5). (8.10) 
LEMMA 3. For gE G, we have 
$ j.,,,) id%49 = j A,Jh-‘1 d%W (8.11) 
and 
(8.12) 
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Let f, be the function defined by f,(y)=f(gy). With (4.1), it is easy to 
verify that 
(A P,fJY I= (A P&l-)( g(Y)). 
From (4.2), then (3.2) and (8.8), we get 
this proves (8.11). 
We have 
where we use (8.11) and 
; dgzhtd&=j- V,cp)(gz)pt(g)& s 
for the last equality. Then by (8.8) and (8.9), we get (8.12). 
DEFINITION. For f: G x k(G) -+ R, we put 
&JKU = ;?. f j.f(5g, 1~) &p:tdg, 4) -f(5, I) . 1 (8.13) 
The measure VP = S.,.pr has been given in (3.6) and (3.7). 
LEMMA. 
d",=ii,+d", 
where d” p, is given by (5.1) and d” by (8.3). 
(8.14) 
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Proof: Let j’([, I) = f(i’, l(z)). We have (5.9) 
jfce,t, 104 S*P%K 4 = j A;P,(g) 4 
and 
lim A E’O & L j 
A;pAg) 4-f(50y 1,) 
1 
=;Fof j CA;-f(SO> log)1 P,(g)& 
=FFof 
[s 
ato> ~og)Pc(g)4-f(50, I,,)]. 
Since, by (5.11), we have 
we get (8.14). 
THEOREM 2. 
.4p(f%s)=(d”,f)~S. 
ProojI We use (8.9), (8.14), (8.4), and (5.3). 
(8.15) 
COROLLARY (Heat Equation for S,pr = v,“). 
(8.16) 
Proof. It is similar to that of (5.4). Here we use (8.15). 
9. AN EXAMPLE: ADDITION FORMULAS AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FOR THE THETA FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
(a) Addition Formulas 
For the function p,(l) = (I/,/%) exp( - 12/2t), it is easy to verify that, 
for any r, we have 
Plrb+~4)Pt(l-T)(z- (1 -a)= 
P,(5) 
P1T(l -T,(z). (9.1) 
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Let 8 E C-z, +rc] and p,(0) be the Jacobi theta function defined by 
p,(8) = 1 + 2 c (cos ne) e-nZ*‘2 (9.2) 
n,l 
271 +02 = 
\i 
t c ,-(8+wW. (9.3) 
n= --m 
For 0~ [-rc, +n] and O,,E C--71, +n], we have 
de + w P,(] -0 - (1 - eb) 
(9.4) 
In particular, put 
p,(e) = p,(e + 7~) = 1 + 2 C ( - 1 )~COS ne) eCnzt’2 (9.5) 
n,l 
we deduce from (9.4) 
Remark that (9.6) does not involve the square of theta functions as the 
formula of Whittaker and Watson [14, p. 4871, but gives the product 
p,(B + f3,) p1(8 - 0,) in terms of theta functions of half parameter. In fact 
(9.6) is a consequence of the addition formula for the theta functions of 
Baker [3, p. 472 J. However, Baker [3, pp. 4714721 uses pt(0) in the form 
(9.2) to derive his formula. Instead, we use rather the expression (9.3) for 
p,(e) to get (9.4). 
The formula (9.4) cna be deduced from (9.2) and the identity 
(e+2kx+re,)2+(e+2prr-(i-t)e,)2=(e,-2qn)2+(e+2h?r)2 
2tz 2t(l -r) 2t 2tz( 1 -t) 
with q=p-k and h=k+rq. 
We shall see below how both formulas (9.1) and (9.4) are direct conse- 
quences of (3.11)(3.12). 
First in the case of (9.1), let X= g( [0, I], [w) be the Wiener space and 
prr the measure defined on X by 
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1 
=- .f(x 
P,(E) I 
I> ...> x,l)Pf(L-r,)(S --%,I 
~p,,,(x,)...p,(~~~r..,)(x,--X, ,)dx,...dx,, (9.7) 
the measure pre is supported by [L, = {x E X 1 x(0) = 0 and x( 1) = 0. 
Let SC: [L, + L, be defined by S&x) = 2 where X(t) =x(t) - tr. With 
(9.1), we verify that the image measure Sg*p$ is the same as pyO: 
(9.8) 
where we use (9.7) in the last equality. We take z = y- T( in the last 
integral (9.8) and we obtain 
A= & jf(z)~,,(z+r5)~,(l~,,(z-(l-r)5)~. (9.9) 
f 
We use (9.1) and we get 
thus 
the formula (9.10) can also be deduced directly from (3.11 k(3.12). 
Now, we consider the case of (9.2b(9.4). Let y = eie and put 
j?,(y) = p,(B); the function p,(y) is the heat kernel on the group G = lR/2nZ 
(see Perrin [ 131). On G, we have 
(9.11) 
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LEMMA 1. Consider the circle G = R/2zZ. Then 
d/(s) l(s)-’ p;(dl) ) 
=Ck UPik) exp(-4n2k2/W)) Sf(Y)dticl-,,(exp(-2nikz)y) 4. 
Ck exp( -4n2k2/(2t)) 
(9 12) 
Proof: 
= constant x Fyo I& C [ Q C2nh ~ E,2nh +El 
h 
(9.13) 
where the constant in (9.13) is determined by the condition j ,uf(dl) = 1. 
e ~ (01 - 2rrhrj2/2rr(l ~ T)  
(9.14) 
this yields (9.12). 
COROLLARY. If< =80, OOE C-n, +n], we have 
s f(Z(z)) exp (- y Ji dl(s) l(s)-‘) pf(dl) 
and 
ee$2r 
Che = ~‘~“-2”h’z’2’~+~~(e)p,,~,~,,(e-2nhz)dB 
Che 
~ 4x2h2/2r 
(9 15) 
d(s) Z(s)-’ 2 ,u;(dl) 
= Ch 4rc2h2 e ~4Dihi’211+~~(B)PI(I--I)T(B-2LhJ)de, 
Che 
~ 4x2h2j2r 
(9 16) 
where we put y( 0) = f(@). 
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Proof To prove (9.15) let u(a)=exp(-((log[)/t)x); thus 
@.&) e 4&7~.2r = &2t e (O,j- 2n/zl’.Zr 
we replace in (9.12) and we get the identity. For (9.15), we take t’(a)= 1x1’. 
Proof of (9.4). From (2.3) 
B= jf(47)) Stp::,(dl)=jf(exp(-rlog 0.4~))~~,(4. 
Let y0 = exp( -r log 0. From (3.4) we get 
B= 
we put y = y0 g; by the invariance of the Haar measure on the group G, we 
obtain 
B= 
On the otherhand, from (3.17)-(3.20) 
B = I f(4z)) k”,K 4 P%W 
we put r = es, then 
kK 4 = -$$exp[-~]exp[-+jO’dl(-i)i(s))‘]. 
From (9.1.5), (9.18)-(9.19), we obtain 
B= P,(O) Ch e ~(Bo-2nh)2’2r~+~~(~)~,,~,~,,(8-2~hz)d0 
P,(bJ P,(O) Jrn 
Identifying (9.17) and (9.20), we get (9.4). 
COROLLARY. Let G = [W/276& we have 
(9.17) 
(9.18) 
(9.19) 
(9.20) 
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Proof: We give a direct proof of (6.29). With (9.2), we compute that 
1 c, 4n2x2 e -41?,2/2t 
O=O 
= -&+g 
C,e 
- 4n2n2/2t 
thus, we find (6.29) with (9.16) where we take T= 1. 
Proof of (9.6). We deduce (9.6) from (9.4): 
p*(tJ + qn) = 1+ 2 C cos n(O + qx) eCn20r’2 
n>l 
= 1 + 2 C (- l)“y cos(n8). eCn2’j2. 
ntl 
(9.21) 
If q is even, we have pa(8+qx) =p,(8) and if q is odd, we have 
Pato + PI = Pace + 7.c). 
CPo,(e+q~n)e-(eo~24n)2/2r 
4 
=pz(e) 1 ,-(e0-24n)~/21+~,(8+~) 1 epc~~-2~7t)2/2~ 
y even y odd 
= p,(e) 1 ,-(Qo-4d2/2r + p,(e + n) 1 e-ce~+4r~+2~)2/2t 
=hk3i 
r 
,(-(e0/2)+2rn)~x(4/2~)+~~(e+~)C~(-(80/2)+~+2r~)~~(4/2f) 
r r 
putting z = l/2 in (9.4), it yields (9.6). 
(b) Differential Equations for Theta Functions 
THEOREM. Let G = R/2zZ. Then 
dim $3 
c(t) = -2 flog p,(O) -7 (9.22) 
is a solution of the system of differential equations 
(hEHI (9.23) 
(9.24) 
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Proof Put J(y) = 11s; &(s) y(s) ’ l12. The map y + J(y) from P(G) to R 
is constant on each component of p(G), thus VJ(y) = 0 and N(y) = 0; let 
@: R -+ R, from (6.4)-(6.23) we have 
(9.25) 
with 
q = -2 f log p,(e) - (9.26) 
Since A,(@ 0 J) = 0, we deduce that 
at a j (@~J)(Y) /WY) =; j (c(t) + f JO) @~J(Y) P:M). (9.27) 
Put v,=J*p: the image measure of pf. The measure v, has its support 
concentrated in the points 47c2h2 where h is an integer. Let ah(t) be the 
mass of v, at the point 47r2h2. From (9.27), we deduce that 
2i 
d j@(u)dv,(r)=f[C(i) j@(n)dvt(cc)+$ ja@(a)dv,(a)] (9.28) 
thus (9.28) yields (9.23), and by (6.29), we get 
f jdv,= -c(t), i.e., (9.24). 
To integrate (9.23)-(9.24), we put c(t) = -2(d/dt) log B,, the integration 
of (9.23) yields 
(9.29) 
and from (9.24), we obtain 
B, = 1 Kh e -  4n2h2/2t + or ,  
h 4n2h2 
where Kh and c1 are constants. 
Of course B, = fip,(e) = fi Ch e p4n2h2’2r is a solution. 
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